YOUR PARTNERS
FOR PLANT DESIGN

Plant design by the experts:
BURKARD und GÄRTNER acts as a reliable,
experienced partner in all sectors of the
process industry.
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Since the company’s founding in 2000, we have grown from a
small construction office into an internationally active specialist
for plant design.

Burkard und Gärtner GmbH & Co. KG is a design service

As a company that is always looking to the future, we value

provider with many years of experience in facility plan-

further education and training very highly. Internal and

ning for the chemistry, metallurgy, pharmaceutical, energy

external training programs help us maintain a high level of

technology, and food technology industries. We assist our

quality in our work and allow us to keep up with the times.

customers starting with the initial concept and following

To bolster our constantly growing team, we regularly train

through all the way to design and implementation planning

young people as technical product designers.

as well as purchasing, delivery, installation, and maintenance; and we’re also always there to help our clients with

Our expertise allows us to maximize the quality of project

other tasks such as inventory document management.

execution and optimize resource consumption, while also
achieving a high level of efficiency and planning stability.

Our portfolio encompasses all of the services essential to

Everything we do revolves around making our customers

realizing technical systems of any complexity to achieve the

successful and we stand by them in word and deed – even

highest level of efficiency.

after the project is finished of course.

Sebastian Gärtner, Andreas Gärtner,
and Thomas Burkard,
CEOs of Burkard und Gärtner GmbH
& Co. KG.
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SKILLED
PARTNER IN THE
PROCESS INDUSTRY

We assist companies in all sectors of the process industry –
with extensive expert knowledge, a broad base of experience
and a comprehensive portfolio of services.

Customers and Partners

Project Types

With our services, we stand by the operators of various

We design new construction (Greenfield Projects) and also

facilities in word and deed – the industries we work in range

expand, modernize, or renovate existing facilities (Brown-

from the chemical industry through to pharmaceuticals and

field Projects). In the process, we generally consider all of

energy technology. We have already built up a portfolio

the requirements and requests made by the customer while

encompassing numerous successful projects completed in

also keeping an eye on feasibility and efficiency.

every one of these industries. This experience enables us to
fully and precisely consider the demands specific to each
industry in every phase of our work.

OUR INDUSTRIES

CHEMISTRY
INDUSTRY
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PETROCHEMISTRY

PHARMACEUTICALS

FOOD
INDUSTRY

METALLURGY

ENERGY
TECHNOLOGY

PAPER INDUSTRY

We accompany our customers every step of the way, from the
initial concept to the operation-ready facility – and beyond that
too, if desired.
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MAINTENANCE

06
OPERATION

01
CONCEPT

FACILITY
PLANNING

02
BASIC
ENGINEERING

03
DETAIL
ENGINEERING

05
INSTALLATION

04
PURCHASING
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OUR RANGE OF
SERVICES AT A
GLANCE

Our range of services encompasses all activities necessary for design and implementation
planning, the management of all construction phases, as well as monitoring and guaranteeing the flawless installation of a facility.
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Concept
Creating a sustainable concept includes, among

cially important for the realization of new systems

other things, a comprehensive status quo analysis,

in existing industrial buildings. In addition to pro-

an assessment of space requirements, and various

cess flow charts, the conceptualization phase also

installation and feasibility studies, which are espe-

includes the simulation of installation and disassembly procedures.
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Basic Engineering
In this project phase, we develop the concept into a

includes the creation of documents for construction

detailed installation design.

and other inquiries, material take-offs, and project

We plan facilities for processing industry according

specifications; and we also assist our customers

to the customer’s procedural specifications and

with issues related to approval planning and cost

generate procedure and R&D flow charts in keeping

estimation.

with DIN EN ISO 10628. Basic engineering also
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Detail Engineering
Installation planning involves planning the optimal

Pipe planning and specifications are completed

installation setup with the aid of a 3D model, con-

using CAE software. We will then create installa-

sidering material flow, operation, accessibility, and

tion documentation and use the 3D CAD model to

legal requirements in the process. In the apparatus

coordinate all trade workers assigned to the project

technology sector, we create query specifications,

and transfer the results from planning into an overall

computer-generated design drawings, parts lists,

model.

welding plans, and finally also documentation for
the preliminary inspection.
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Purchasing
Based on the query specification that has already

We also assist our customers with purchasing by

been developed, we will put together technical que-

putting together price and offer comparisons.

ries for devices, machines, fittings, and pipe lines.
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Installation
During this project step, we coordinate and assist

take charge of field engineering by flexibly adapting

the tradesmen responsible for implementation, en-

plans on-site depending on what the actual condi-

sure efficient, economic material management, and

tions are.

Operation
We will take charge of the creation and mainte-

Furthermore, we will also generate basic, end, and

nance of your inventory documentation – including

as-built documentation and realize the necessary

R&D schemes, installation and location plans, pipe-

signage in keeping with DIN 2403.

line lists, and pipe logs to name a few.
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Maintenance
We assist with ongoing operation of the facility

the necessary work is performed as efficiently

and make plans for machine exchange, equipment,

and seamlessly as possible. Upon request, we also

containers, and pipelines when necessary. Here too,

help customers comply with the Industrial Safety

we make use of the installation simulation to ensure

Regulation.

BENEFITS:
Precise, comprehensive planning is the most important basic prerequisite for seamless, cost-efficient construction
of a technical system. We involve all departments and our customer’s personnel in the planning process early on
– thus increasing acceptance of the facility and optimizing the project result.
The creation of detailed query documentation concerning the order allows for reliable pricing and creates the
right conditions for time-saving prefabrication or shop fabrication.
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www.b-und-g.com
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